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Configuration files: om.conf
Default describes IceCube/IceTop/PDOM sensors

can split into separate entries

requires entry for “Default” because areas are relative 
to “Default”, since the number of photons per m of 
bare muon track is currently hardcoded for DOM

areas here taken from talk by Nobuhiro
Shimizu (Consideration of the effective areas of 
optical modules for ICRC 2021 contribution)

areas are Cherenkov-weighted and solid-angle-
averaged (integrated would be ok too) – prefer this to 
minimize effects of errors in angular and wavelength 
acceptance curves (think Liouville theorem)

beta describes a single-parameter angular sensitivity 
behavior of a single PMT (same for all PMTs but can 
be changed to define per-PMT if needed)

need this per PMT (not per module)

Modules area assumed spheroids (single-axis 
ellipsoids) specified with Rr and Rz. Pancake 
oversizing strategy is enabled when oversize>1

TODO: Add cylindrical shape 
(enabled with negative Rz)

DONE: Enable sensor rotation

TODO: is the module structure already in GCD 
(or elsewhere)? I found PMT coordinates 
replicated for each optical module in global 
detector coordinates. Is this optimal?
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Configuration files: dx.dat, om.map and om.dirs
dx.dat table of azimuthal directions to cable

om.map Specifies sensor types (can also be read from GCD)

Wavelength dependence is specified in files wv.dat and wv.rde for nominal 
and high-QE DOMs. Chosen via “type” specified along with an RDE value in 
file eff-f2k.

TODO: add more wavelength dependence tables as needed.
I think these should be Cherenkov-waited and normalized to 1,
overall impact being expressed via the “area” in map.conf

TODO: add support for reading all new files from GCD (need it to contain 
meaningful area), and an additional radius parameter (so, area, Rr, and Rz). 
Also need a parameter that specifies wavelength dependence table, unless 
it can be expressed as a combination of nominal/high-QE and module type

OM.dirs table of uniform directions on a sphere

Need this for initialization (to find the maximum value of angular sensitivity) 4
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b=(r-h)/r
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DOM PMTDEgg PMT

b=0.69   A(head-on)=284 cm2 A(curved)=336 cm2 b=0.59   A(head-on)=380 cm2 A(curved)=477 cm2
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To calculate acceptance chance 
for a photon that lands on the 
spheroid sensor we need the 
sum of all visible cross-sections 
of PMTs divided by the cross-
sectional area of the sensor for 
that direction.

Maximum of ratio of PMT area 
sum to sensor area determines 
the “surface efficiency” of the 
sensor, and the photons are 
simulated to uniformly cover the 
area of the sensor. The angular 
sensitivity is applied thereafter.

The solid-angle averaged and 
“flat” areas are easily related to 
each other at initialization. Still, 
recommend using average 
effective sensor area as input (to 
minimize errors due to angular 
sensitivity interpretation and 
simulation) 10
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SPICE BFRv2

2D Tilt

Hole ice

cables

om.conf

om.map (or GCD)

relative max surface density of sensor
(max over all possible directions)



Response to isotropic flux of muons and electron cascades, IceCube with all sensors replaced

Sensor eff. area ratios (to pDOM): 
3.19 (DEgg), 3.98 (mDOM) 12



Simulation of Sunflower_240m_v3.2.2 (Tianlu)
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ppc simulation with

SPICE BFRv2
Direct Hole Ice
2d Tilt Maps
Cable Shadow

mDOMs/pDOM areas of 
3.98 from N. Shimizu
cf. 2.24(?) in clsim sim.



• Elongated and/or multi-PMT sensor treatment has been added to ppc (on git)

• Some TODO items to be resolved in the next few weeks, but should be possible 
to use now with external configuration files (in resources/ice/gen2 – copy these 
into your PPCTABLESDIR directory)

• Collecting info for configuration of sensors within icetray: geometry of sensor 
(incl. PMT configuration), wavelength sampling tables, space-angle-averages 
areas, and angular sensitivity curves

• The sensor data for the above need to come from dedicated studies including 
internal sensor structure, glass/gel transmission, quantum efficiencies, etc. 
(Nobuhiro or Kotoyo?)
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Calculated for a spherical DOM with radius 16.51 cm

This fraction of photons crossing the DOM sphere 
result in PMT pulses (incl. sub-threshold pulses)


